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Anne Schaef s purpose in writing lie.t on d Therapy, Ileyond Scrarc?, is to present a new model
for healing. She asserts that although psychology, social work, and the hetping professions have
attempted to improve the human condition and to truly help people, they are limited by the
scientific paradigm. This paradigm permeates Western (hinking in our social, political, religious,
scientific and economic systems. The modern scientific world view proposes that tru th and reality
is approached by what can be observed, measured, predicted, controlled, and repeated. The
experimental method is seen as the only approach to truth. The nredical model is based on a
mechanistic science ofcause and effect that views the body as a machine---when something goes
wrong you find out what it is and you repair it. Informalion rhat does not fit into this model is
ignored. A scientific world view which says that (he only valid informarion is firmly based on
objectivity, cuts us off from our feelings, and our intemal information systems.

Part I describes Schaefs transition from a traditional psychotherapist to that ofa "recovering
psychotherapist." Her involvement with alcoholics and the twelve-step program uncovered her
own relalionship addiction and its contribulion to her need to be liked, and ro take care of her
patients in a caring but controlling manner. She came to see this approach as detrimental to
patients. She was impressed by the number of therapists who were recovering from addiction
and came to see their ownership oftheir disease and their ongoing recovery as a major strength.

Part II describes lhis participarory aspect of addiction which became the basis for the Living
Process System. A serious limitation of the twelve-step progran (and most therapies) is that it
is not designed to deal wirh feelings and decp processes as they arise. Schaefsuggests that when
we give up our addictions and confront our underlying addictive process, the d(]ep processes that
are buried under the addiction begin to come forrh.

Pa-(t III explores the current scientific paradigm, out of which comes psychological theory and
practice, psychotherapy, and the Living Process prndigm. Schaef sees thc role of rhe helping
professions to an addictive society as that of enabler to addict. She examines (he myth of
objectivity, the issue of control, the underlying assumprions of psycholherapy, the role of
professional ethics, and the evolution ofcodependency.

llqvnd Therap),, Iletvnd Science is a critique of our society and the helping professions.
Schaef challenges our nrost basic assumplions abour rh€ory, techniques and practice. Schaefs
premise is hat we must move beyond the current postnlodern scientific paradigm to a radical
paradigm shift.
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Beyorul Therupy, Beyond Science forces the reexamination on the underlying assumptions of
the helping professions.I recommend it to all in the helping professions. The discussion ofber
visionary beliefs is difficult to follow. I had difficulty visualizing myself as a participant in an
Intensive weekend because the approach seemed far beyond the mainstream. This realization
underscores the value ofconsidering Schaefs arguments. Although I couldn't visualize myself
participating in or leading a Living Process group,I find her criticisms ofthe theories, techniques,
practices, and assumptions of the helping professions to be thought provoking. At this point in
my training, I am leaning towa.rd a cognitive-behavioral approach to therapy. A goal of this
approach is to help clients apply the scientific method in solving their emotional and behavioral
problems for the rest oftheir lives. This approach stresses cognition, with little aftention paid to
feelings. As I read Schaefs book, I realized that I would be uncomfortable with an approach that
did not also thoroughly deal with client'sfeelings.

Beyond Therapy, Reyond Science demonstrates the importance ofthoroughly examining one's
assumptions about the role ofthe therapist. The discussions ofthe counselor as the expert caused
me to realize that I identified with her description of the addiction model which says that rhe
person who is most trusted is not the perfect expert, but the one who can say I've been there, I
understand your struggle. This makes sense to me. At the same time, it is important to understand
bow this fits into the addiction process. I found her short discussion of the assumption that we
should always get rid of negative feelings and replace them with good feelings to be thought
proyoking. I agree that it is a good idea to think of feelings as just feelings, not as negative or
positive. I also agree that the therapist doesn't always know what is "good" for the client. It is
difficult to visualize how to circumvent this problem as therapy is currently practiced.

A UNCC psychology professor recently said to his class that it was absolutely necessary to
find a theoretical basis from which to work, and that the worst approach was an eclectic one. I
noted a similar quote in Schaefs book. Unlike Schaef, I do need a solid theoretical basis fiom
which to approach clients. At the same time I feel that one should not be a slave to theory. As
she says, theories do offer security to the practitioner. It seems to me that Schaefs ideas are
evolving into her own theory.

Schaefs discussion oftechniques, exercises and interpretations as the "stash" ofthe codepen-
dent relationship addict therapist deserves attention. She says that it is the therapist who ne€ds
the tools, not the client. She states that the client needs a safe environment, and an honest
self-revealing atmosphere and sorneone to sit with them when their deep processes come up. She
further states that they do not need to have their deep processes wrenched out of them or
interpreted for them. This seems to me to be most consistent witb a person-centered approach to
therapy.

As I gaye thought to my reaction to ,e1'ond Therapy, Beyond Science,I realize that I need to
rethink my bent toward limiting my approach to a cognitive-behavioral one. I don't necessarily
want to give this up, but to rethink it, and add a feeling, person-centered element to my own
personal eclectic approach.

Madanne Anderson
Graduate Student
University of North Carolina - Charlotte
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